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A national conversation

Big Meet 6 marks the end of Place Alliance’s second year of operations, a period during which Place 
Alliance has maintained its momentum whilst focussing its activities. Like its first year, this year has been 
punctuated with the Big Meets whose primary objectives is to bring together diverse cross-disciplinary 
audiences to debate key issues that impact on the quality of place. And this September Place Alliance’s 
efforts were crowned by winning the Sir Peter Hall Award for Wider Engagement in this year’s RTPI Awards 
for Research Excellence.

OUR SECOND YEAR

Big Meet 4 (October 2015), “A Place for Living”, was 
held at the British Academy as part of its Where We 
Live Now project. The theme was the importance 
of design quality as we strive to increase the 
volume of new housing needing to be built in 
England.  Brandon Lewis MP, then Minister of State 
for Housing and Planning, gave a short address.  
BM4 was well attended with 100 people coming 
from across the country. They represented over 
70 different organisations from across the built 
environment sector.  We are very grateful to the 
British Academy for their hospitality. 
This year, our major outreach focus on Planning in 
Principle stemmed from these debates: you can 
read about it in the following sections.

Big Meet 5 (April 2016): “National Design Review 
Conference”, was held at UCL and kindly sponsored 
by Barratt Developments Plc.  It was organised with 
the help and support of van Bruggen Urbanism.  It 
was an outcome of discussions at the Place/Design 
Review Working Group. In the morning session, 
design review past and present was discussed, with 
attention to design quality, challenges and positive 
outcomes.  The afternoon session considered the 
future of design review and alternative models for 
delivering place quality. It was attended by 120 
delegates coming from as far as Scotland, Cornwall 
and Northern Ireland. They represented more than 
90 different organisations from across the built 
environment sector. Findings from this event are 
available in the Big Meet 5 Final Report and will be 
taken forward by our Place Quality Working Group 
in the coming year.
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Regional Conversations

This year two Regional Big Meets were held, in Birmingham and Wakefield.  The Big Midlands Meet 
(March 2016), organised by Made West Midlands, focussed on design and the Midlands machine, and 
in particular on how the changing governance landscape and arrival of major new infrastructure in the 
region will change the landscape for planning, design and the provision of housing.  

Big Meet North (also in March), organised by Wakefield Council, brought together actors from across 
the authority and beyond to focus on Place shaping in Wakefield.  Both events demonstrated the power 
of local cross-disciplinary conversations in order to keep concerns for place quality on the political and 
public agenda.  Between them these events attracted over 200 delegates from a wide range of cross-
disciplinary and community backgrounds.

Big Midlands Meet 
Designing the 
Midlands Engine 

Chaired by 
Mathew 
Carmona 

15th March 2016  
9.30 to 18.00 
321 Bradford Street 
Birmingham B5 6ET 
Book on Eventbrite 
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Arts and Place chaired by Robert Powell: aims to start a 
national debate on the arts and place.  Since the launch 
of the “New Manifesto for the Public Arts” in October 
2015, champions have been recruited and the Manifesto 
was submitted as evidence to the House of Lords Built 
Environment Policy select committee, and DCMS as part 
of the Culture White Paper consultation.  

The Place Quality group is chaired by Ben van Bruggen 
and this year hosted a national design review conference 
at Big Meet 5 to bring together the increasingly 
disparate range of design / place review providers.  
Taking forward findings from Big Meet 5 to help improve 
the quality of place across the country.  

Healthy Places Group, chaired by Debbie Sorkin, 
Leadership Centre: this group has organised Big Meet 
6, looking at the links between good design and good 
places and people’s health and wellbeing.  A draft 
Healthy Places Manifesto has been consulted on.

This is are a network of Urban Rooms across the 
country, chaired by Carolyn Butterworth from Sheffield 
University. As well as sharing practice and offering 
support, the group works together to promote the 
value of urban rooms to others. It has met in Blackburn, 
Newcastle and London and they have set up a webpage 
linked to the Place Alliance wesbite.

Place Alliance Working Groups

In the light of BM3, a number of groups or networks were established. These are open to all and define 
their own agenda. Some are taking forward post-Farrell Review activities and others reflect issues raised 
in the Big Meets. We are always open to new propositions for working groups: just send us your ideas to 
placealliance@ucl.ac.uk

Arts & Place

The Core Supporters Group has met four times this year 
and advises the Place Alliance Management Team on 
the direction and approach of the Alliance’s work.  It has 
about 40 members.  All are welcome to join the CSG.

Core Supporters 

Place Quality

Healthy Places

Urban Rooms
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Communications and outreach

This year the Place Alliance website at www.placealliance.org.uk, has undergone a bit of an overhaul: 
we have updated it with the intention of making it clearer and more user-friendly and to provide a 
new window on Place Alliance activities. The site now includes a brand new home page where you can 
now find all of our upcoming events and news stories, along with links to our UCL Online giving official 
donation page and information on how to join us.

We have also added dedicated pages for our Big Meets, the Summer School, the Working Groups. 
Supporters are welcome to advertise their events on our “What’s On” calendar: if you are interested send us 
an email to find out more. And don’t forget to check out our Place Resources database: we encourage all 
supporters to use it freely to add and promote existing resources for place quality. 

In the forthcoming month, we are going to carry out further improvements, which will include the addition 
of a press/media page and an online system to join Place Alliance Working Groups and mailing lists. 

Place Alliance continues to engage directly with a wide range of organisations, and bi-lateral meetings 
have been held with the All-Party Parliamentary Design and Innovation Group, Arts Council England, 
Creative Publics, Design Council CABE, Greater London Authority, Housing and Communities Agency, 
Institute for Policy Research, Local Government Information Unit (LGIU) and the New Local Government 
Network (NLGN), Locality, Res Publica, the Ramblers, Transport for London and the XDs. We have had two 
meetings with the DCLG and, following the recent Ministerial re-shuffle letters were sent to new Ministers - 
Gavin Barwell MP, and a meeting arranged with Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth, Under Secretary of State.

The Alliance presented at Placemaking/Urban Design (jointly hosted by the London Branches of the IHBC 
and UDG), contributed to the ongoing work around High Speed rail in the “HSR cities Forum” with the 
Centre for Cities, RSA, Academy of Urbanism and the Land Institute, and to the work of the H2020 initiative 
collaborating under the auspices of the Heritage Environment Forum.
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Campaigning

This year our campaigning work has had two foci, and a new focus is emerging. 

1. Building Better Places
In the first part of the year Place Alliance Chair, Prof Matthew Carmona served as Specialist Advisor to the 
House of Lords Select Committee on National Policy for the Built Environment.  Following the publication 
in February of Building Better Places, the report of the House of Lords Select Committee on National Policy 
for the Built Environment, and in advance of the Government's response, Place Alliance co-ordinated 
a letter to the Government from key built environment organisations. It called on the Government to 
respond positively to a series of the report's recommendations.  It was signed by the Academy of Urbanism, 
Chartered Institution of Highways and Transportation, Design Council-CABE, Landscape Institute, Place 
Alliance, Royal Institute of British Architects, Royal Town Planning Institute, and Urban Design Group.  The 
letter was also copied to the Shadow Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, the Liberal 
Democrat Spokesperson for Communities and Local Government, and all the members of the House of 
Commons' Communities and Local Government Select Committee. 

Place Alliance has co-hosted two events to present and discuss Building Better Places, the first in February 
with the NLA at the Building Centre, and the second with The Edge, at the House of Lords.  Combined, over 
100 delegates attended the events. The Government response to Building Better Places is still awaited

2. Permission in Principle
Following concern expressed in Big Meet 4 over the then Housing and Planning Bill, and in particular 
over the provisions for Permission in Principle (PiP), a paper on the subject was written and discussed at 
a seminar jointly hosted by Urban Design London. Two press releases followed highlighting the danger 
to design quality of this approach, and proposing a possible solution by combining the use of design 
coding with PiP.  Several meetings have followed with DCLG and the Cabinet Office on these ideas and 
Place Alliance has worked with Studio REAL to develop an indicative Coordinating Code.  We await the 
Government decision to how this initiative might be taken forward and are hopeful that the ideas can be 
trialled.

The Neighbourhood Planning Bill is now working its way through Parliament and the Place Alliance will 
be active in debates around its passage. In particular, we are keen that the opportunities for place-making 
presented by the engagement of communities in their neighbourhoods is fully exploited and enabled by 
the Bill, as well as opportunities for communities in disadvantaged areas to be better engaged in these 
forms of planning.

 

 

“Building better places” report by House of Lords Select 
Committee on National Policy on the Built Environment 
NLA afternoon talk in association with Place Alliance 
Wednesday 24 February 2016, 16:30 – 17:45  
NLA, The Building Centre, 26 Store Street, London WC1E 7BT 
 
This NLA talk given by Prof Matthew Carmona, Specialist advisor to the House of Lords Select 
Committee on National Policy for the Built Environment, will be the first briefing and debate on the 
findings of the Committee, published on Friday 19th February. This thorough and wide-ranging report 
will look at national and local policy on the built environment as it effects, amongst other things, 
housing, planning and quality of place in England.  A panel of experts will respond to the report, 
discussing how the professions and industry should respond to the report’s findings and pulling out key 
issues for London.  
 
The report has looked at key questions including: 
 

- What role should national policymakers play in shaping our built environment? 
- What role should the Government play in seeking to address current issues of housing supply?  
- How do we develop built environments which are sustainable and resilient? 
- Do the professions and agencies involved in this area have the skills to consider the built 

environment in a holistic manner?  
- Are we using the right tools and techniques to promote high quality design and ‘place-making’?  
- How could we improve consideration of the impacts of the built environment upon the health of 

users and upon behaviours within communities?  
- How is the planning system and national planning policy performing on issues like the green 

belt, land supply, and the delivery of housing? 
 
Programme: 
 
16:15 Registration 
 
16:30 Welcome from Chair 
 Peter Murray, Chairman, NLA 
 
16:35 Report highlights 

Matthew Carmona, Professor of Planning & Urban Design, The Bartlett School of Planning and 
Specialist Advisor to the Committee 

 
16:55 Panel: Expert response 
 Matthew Carmona plus: 
 Max Farrell, Partner, Farrells 

Peter Bishop, Professor of Urban Design, The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL 
Esther Kurland, Director, Urban Design London 

 
17:30 Questions from the floor 
 
17:45  Close 
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Tackling the skills agenda
A new emphasis this year has been the urban design skills agenda and in particular the deficit perceived 
in the public sector. This is an agenda that has repeatedly raised its head in the Big Meets and through 
other activities of the Place Alliance. To respond, Place Alliance has partnered with the Urban Design 
Group to launch a “National Survey of Urban Design Skills”. 

The Place Alliance, teamed up with a number of its 
supporters, has also developed and run the first 
ever Place Alliance Urban Design Summer School, 
which was held 15 - 17 September 2016 in London 
UCL. It attracted 42 delegates coming from 16 Local 
Authorities, the GLA, two Housing associations and 
a number of Universities across the UK and abroad. 

Each day the skills development programme was 
focused around a different Masterclass, delivered 
in turns by David Rudlin (URBED), Laura Mazzeo 
(Farrell) and Roger Evans (Studio I REAL); a project 
brief tackling a real site in Tottenham Hale; and a 
series of “tips and tricks” workshops, delivered by 
David Chapman, highlighting key design topics 
to assist with the development of the project. Site 
visits to Kings’ Cross (by Argent) and Woodberry 
Downs (by Berkeley) and evening social events, 
including the unmissable pub quiz run by Rob 
Cowan, completed the intensive three-day course. 
Following the very positive feedback - satisfaction 
levels were high with 100% of delegates very or 
fairly satisfied – Place Alliance is planning to run the 
Summer School again next year.
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Supporters and resources
We now have over 100 organisations and interested individuals who have joined the movement.  Our 
most important resource is the time that individuals and organisations offer to support our work.  It is 
impossible to put a price on this ‘in kind’ support, but without it our work would be impossible. 

Financially, UCL contributed approximately £20,000 to the costs of running the Management Team and has 
agreed a similar sum for year three. UCL also provides space, meeting rooms and allows Place Alliance to 
utilise its website, accounting, and other facilities. We had also been successful in applying for the Bartlett 
Enterprise Development Fund that contributed £9000 towards the setting up and running costs of our first 
Summer School. The funding allowed us to offer on its first year a substantial discount on the school fee to 
students, charities, Local Authorities and Local Government employees. The Summer School has generated 
£9260 through booking fees. Finally, we have raised a further £1500 from other supporters and Barratt 
Developments Plc sponsoring Big Meet 5 – many thanks! All resources are directed towards the core 
activities of Place Alliance as set out above.  

Join Us 
Become a Core Supporter, join an existing Working Group, or suggest another group or 
initiative by emailing your ideas to us. Just download and complete the Supporter Form on 
our website, and email it to placealliance@ucl.ac.uk

Donate
Place Alliance is an independent not-for-profit movement. We operate on a tight budget and 
rely on sponsorship and the generosity of our supporters. 
For those who wish to make a donation to help grow Place Alliance network visit our website 
or donate now via our UCL online giving page

Volunteer
If you want to help Place Alliance email us at placealliance@ucl.ac.uk 
There is plenty going on – from managing our supporters list and organising meetings and 
events, to keeping the website up to date and researching for new initiatives. 

Follow Us
Join our social networks including Twitter @PlaceAllianceUK and Facebook and explore our 
new website at www.placealliance.org

Get Involved
The success of Place Alliance depends on the support of its supporters and volunteers. We welcome all 
organisations and local groups as well as individuals, town and parish councils, local authorities and 
businesses as members and supporters of Place Alliance.    
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Place Alliance is a movement for place quality. 
It is founded on the idea that through collaboration and 
better communication we can establish a culture whereby 
the quality of place becomes an everyday national and local 
priority.  Place Alliance is open to all and brings together 
organisations and individuals who share the belief that the 
quality of our built environment has a profound influence on 
people’s lives.  

Place Alliance hosted at 
The Bartlett
UCL Faculty of the Built Environment
Gower Street
London
WC1E 6BT

place.alliance@ucl.ac.uk
https://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/placealliance
@PlaceAllianceUK


